Friday 12th June 2020
Message from the head:

The last few months have been trying to say the least for everyone, but what is not talked about quite This year, not the best year,
No sliding down sand dunes
so much is some of the good things that have come out of lockdown. For me personally, seeing my
Or swimming in the sea.
children more than I would usually has been a bonus (most of the time!), and the lack of cars on the
road for me as a cyclist has also been something I have enjoyed. With the year 6 children this week Ms This year, it's a great year,
Matheson was doing just this—considering some of the challenges they have faced this year and some Spending lots of time with family.
This year, not the best year,
of the positives. I wanted to share a couple of poems inspired by this work from Hana and Hannah. I
have to admit, reading Hana’s first couple of lines, and thinking about the fact this wonderful group of No eating burgers with friends.
year 6 children will not be able to have their end of Fleet trip to Gower for their week long residential, This year, it's a great year,
really upset me. I wish there was some way we could have made it happen as I know the children look The fun will never end
By Hana
forward to this their entire Fleet life and to think this situation has robbed them of the chance does not
seem fair, however, reading the positives both children came up with in their poems also reminded me
what an amazing bunch this year 6 cohort are and how resilient children can be. While they have been 2020 not a great year
cheated out of the year 6 we thought they would all have, they are all safe and well thanks in part to
Twelve weeks stuck at home.
the sacrifices we have been asked to endure.
2020 not a great year
I also wanted to share with you a fantastic piece of art that Eartha in Year 5 created (shown above and All day on our phones.
below), inspired by the recent events in relation to the murder of George Floyd and the subsequent
2020 not a great year
demonstrations and the Black Lives Matter movement. Fleet school prides itself on our inclusive nature Always shouting NO!!
and in teaching the children about respect and equality for all—regardless of race, religion, gender or
However…
any other difference there may be between us. I know you will all join with us in supporting the anti2020 what a great year
racist protests happening across the world. It would be great to see any art, writing or anything else
More time to spend with family.
the children are inspired to create in response to these events. I would encourage you to talk to your
2020 what a great year
children about this so that this truly can be a watershed moment in our society and not just something Always something imaginary.
that is in the news for a bit and no real change takes place in society.
2020 what a great year
This week we welcomed back another 2 year groups for their first sessions since lockdown. Year 1 and Hearing stories from grandparents.
Nursery were added to Year 6 and Reception who had come in towards the end of last week. All the
2020…
steps we have taken to manage the separation of the different groups of children—staggering start and A rollercoaster of emotions for
finish times, varying entrances, separate times in the playgrounds etc—all are working well.
people all around the world…
You may have seen in the press this week that the government have rolled back on their commitment
...but we are extremely grateful to
for all primary children to come back to school. It was clear to us from the outset that the government have the chance to realise how
plan of all children coming back and them being full-time was never going to be possible with the other blessed we are.
restrictions we have to put in place (smaller class sizes and spacing of desks etc).
By Hannah
Our plan for return from the beginning rested on a fundamental goal—which had the support of the
governing body—and that was we wanted all the children, from nursery to year 6, to have the option
for some time in school before the end
of the academic year and for all of them
Pick-up and Drop-offs for next week
to be taught by their own class teacher.
Bubble A—Mon & Tues/Bubble B—Thurs & Fri
We knew to achieve this we would not
 Year 6—Agincourt Road Entrance-into Junior Playground—8.45am-9am drop off; 3.30pm pick-up—waiting be able to offer full-time places, but felt
that the idea of some children coming
area—junior playground
back full time while others couldn’t
 Year 1—Main Gate Entrance—8.45am-9am drop off;
come back at all, was not something we
3.15pm pick-up—waiting area—outside/opposite classcould support. For this reason, we will
room
be continuing with our original plan—
 Reception—Main Gate Entrance—9am-9.15am drop off; children being in for 2 days a week,
3pm pick-up—waiting area—along fence of reception
with their class teacher teaching them.
outside play area
We currently have Nursery, Reception,
 Nursery—Agincourt Road Entrance-through Nursery
Year 1 and Year 6 in. From the 22nd we add Year 2 and Year 5. Finally, all beGate—9am-9.15am drop off; 3pm pick-up—waiting aring well, on the 6th July we then add the final two year groups, Year 3 and
ea—along fence of nursery outside play area in infant
Year 4. I’d personally like to thank you for the kind words of encouragement
playground
you have communicated to us in how we have reached out and relayed this
plan to you and the understanding you have shown that these have been very
difficult decisions for schools to have to make.
Class Photo Project
If you have a child in Year 2 or Year 5 you should have received a communicaThanks to those of you who
tion today via parent-hub regarding which group your child is in for their
have already sent in your class
planned return from the week beginning 22nd June. If you have not received
photos in response to the home
this letter or have any questions please contact the school office. We are really
learning tasks set by some of
looking forward to those children having a chance for some time in school
the teachers last week. Other
before the summer.
classes have added theirs to
I hope you all have a good weekend, please keep sending in the work from the
next week’s task list. Once we have a picture from each child
children and the pictures of the activities you are doing at home so we can
in each class we can create and share our ‘lockdown’ class
celebrate them and provide feedback and encouragement. I look forward to
photos.
welcoming Year 6, Year 1, Reception and Nursery children back again next
week.
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https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2020/london/stay-active-with-sustrans-in-london/#theme
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Razzamataz Theatre School Belsize Park is a part time Performing Arts School for children aged
4-18yrs old. The classes pay equal emphasis on Dance, Drama and Singing! The classes focus
very much around building a child’s confidence, improving their co-ordination and communication skills, maintaining their health and fitness but most importantly having fun! They cover
both Musical Theatre and Commercial styles including Pop Singing and Commercial / Street
Dance, with fully DBS checked teachers and staff. Classes take place via Zoom and booked on
a first come/first served basis.
Minis Group (4-5yrs) Fridays 3-3.30pm
Seniors Group (12-18yrs) Saturdays 11.30am
Juniors Group (6-8yrs) Fridays 4-4.45pm
-12.45pm
Inters Group (9-11yrs) Saturdays 10-11.15am
One of our parents is going to be one of the speakers and host in a
new webinar series targeted for young adults to motivate them and
inspire them. There will be different topics each week. This series
started last week and continues this Sunday at 9pm BST. The topic
this week is financial freedom and financial legacy.
If you are interested you need to register beforehand (it’s totally
FREE)—add ALEX VITILLO IN THE SPEAKER BOX. They go live on zoom
on Sunday at 9pm. To register www.claysmile.com/rocketfuel
9PM (BST)

These
are very difficult times for everyone but one of the positives to come out of this situation is the amount of goodwill and support for each that is out there. If you are facing particular difficulties brought about by lack of employment, financial
hardship, health conditions there are groups out there that may be able to help. You may not need these services yourself but
know someone in Camden who does. Please see the information below:
Mutual Aid groups: Support with picking up shopping, medication, signposting to other helpful organisations.
We are also currently helping deliver hot meals from Food For All once a week.
You can join the group here: www.bit.ly/KTMutualAid or call 07858445464. Sometimes it helps people to join the group just to
know there is support there if/when they require it. They will make sure the person is looked after and connect them to anything they require as support.
Highgate Newton Community Centre: [Flyer bottom right of page] They cover Camden N19, N6 and NW5 and can drop off a
one-off free food parcels. If they know a family is in need, they will make sure to call every 2 weeks just to see how they are doing and if they can supply another parcel.
Cooperation Kentish Town: https://www.facebook.com/CooperationTown/ They do deliveries every Wednesday. Their packs
include bread, cereal, fresh fruit and veg, rice or pasta, tinned food and healthy snacks from the wonderful The Felix Project (https://www.facebook.com/thefelixproject/) and freshly cooked meals from Food For All HQ (https://www.facebook.com/
FoodForAllHQ)and additional supplies donated by neighbours.
Food for All (see flyer bottom left):They have a central kitchen in Holborn, with the capacity to cook thousands of meals daily.
They've now set up a hub in Camden at 96 Park Way NW1 7AN. They are currently building a list of people that require the help,
and setting up deliveries with a network of volunteers.
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We welcomed 4 year groups into school this week—bubble A on Monday and Tuedsday, while Bubble B came in on Thursday and Friday. Our Key
Worker and Vulnerable children group, as they have been since the beginning of lockdown, were in everyday. While the children and the staff are
adjusting to this new normal it was clear the children really enjoyed being back and getting to see their teachers, teaching assistants and friends.
As well as the usual English, maths and other curriculum areas there has been pond-dipping, arts and crafts too, baking and bug hotel building. Lots
being fitted in!
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Huge thank you to all you are doing to support your children and each other. These are some of the pictures and work you have shared with us this
week —remember admin@fleet.camden.sch.uk to send us images (put the class teacher’s name and class in the subject). On the next few pages
work from: Nida, Mason, Alea, Evangeline, Hana, Mael, Tara, Vesa, Eartha, Annie, Lucia, Lizzie, Frankie, Iffy, Benita, Lily-Rose, Amina, Maureen,
Amin, Erina, Charlotte, Tamanna, Aman, Suha, Isaac, Nico, Ella, Ni’mah, Peter, Hana and Hannah! Keep it coming—we love it!
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THE ICE PLANET
The landing was dangerous, but eventually the craft came to a stop.
The astronaut stepped out of her spaceship and looked around in
wonder. The planet was covered in freezing cold icicles dripping
from the rocks. The dark and gloomy sky has constant strikes of
dangerous lighting and thunder. She was wearing puffy gloves and a
big, bulky suit as she started to walk up the frosty icicles trying not
to fall off. Not all of the planet was covered in ice. The rest had
blood red rocks and very dark green bushes. Some of the bushes had
no leaves and were covered in cold ice instead. One touch of the
jagged ice would give you frostbite; she was wearing gloves so she
could touch them. Every now and then, the glistening icicles would
fall shattering the silence, like the sound of a window breaking.
There were tiny black birds, as small as insects, which scurried
across the ice looking for food. She heard their babies tweeting as
soon as their mother came over with some food for them. The bird’s
tweet was so high pitched that it sounded like a mouse squeaking.
As she looked around, the astronaut started to notice dark patches
dotted across the ice. Getting closer she could see that inside the
dark patches there was more shimmering ice underneath. But in one
of the soft bits of ice she saw a little bit of light coming through…
THEY WERE CAVES! Inside the caves it looked like there was
lots of different coloured lights sparkling against the walls, like it
was a disco ball. Suddenly, she saw something moving behind the
ice. It looked like a blob of blue jelly, but no, IT WAS AN ALIEN!!! The alien wobbled towards her and then slowly emerged
through the ice at the mouth of the cave. As it blobbed forward, slippery goo (from its body) splashed up at her. It had transparent blue
jelly-like skin and 3 big cartoon eyes popping out of its head. Its
white eyeballs were huge and had angry red lids. The gigantic, gaping mouth was filled with concentric rings of razor-sharp jagged
teeth. The astronaut was shocked, she had never seen anything like
it. What should she do????
By Annie
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